MITERMASTER WORKSTATION
The reliable system for faster, easier,
better miter cuts.

Increase your miter
cutting production
by up to 50%
When mitering is done on a daily
basis, every minute counts.
That’s why we developed a
workstation that saves time
without sacrificing quality.
Deliver reliably precise results
year after year with this
innovative setup.

accuglidesaws.com
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MITER WORKSTATION

WHAT IS A WORKSTATION?
An AccuGlide workstation is a stone rail saw with everything you need to accomplish a task in your shop. The miter
cutting workstation provides all the tools and equipment to create a dedicated physical station in your shop where
all your miter cutting will be done. Everything is quick to assemble and use on its working table, so it’s also mobile
enough to set up on the job.

HIGHER OUTPUT

Increase your shop’s weekly miter cutting output by up to 50%. Cut miters on an
average-sized kitchen in an hour less.

HAPPY CUSTOMERS

Clean cuts translate into tight laminations. Impress your customers with the highend results you achieve.

RELIABLE DAILY PRODUCTION

Produce sharp miter cuts year after year. All our tools have been engineered for
durability, and hand-assembled in the USA for over 20 years.
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MITER WORKSTATION

BULL STONE INC.
Middle Village, NY
“It’s proven to be a great solution to the hold-up we were experiencing
with miter cutting on our bridge saw. The cuts we’re getting now with the
AccuGlide are sharp and dead on.”

ABSOLUTE MARBLE & GRANITE
Nipomo, CA
“We’ve been cutting with AccuGlide equipment for close to a decade now.
We’ve found the system to be easy to use, economical, and cuts as good as
any bridge saw. The MiterMaster is a breeze to use.”

SOAPSTONE WERKS
Escondido, CA
“We are amazed at how fast, straight, and clean this AccuGlide saw cuts! We
have used every type of sawing system over 25 years, and I can’t say enough
good things about this system. The miters are sharp enough to shave with!”

MERRIFIELD GRANITE & MARBLE
Springfield, VA
“Our AccuGlide miter workstation is much faster than our bridge saw and
the cuts are much cleaner too. I would highly recommend AccuGlide tools to
anyone in the stone fabrication industry.”

AARON DECKER
Tarpon Springs, FL
“We just finished building a two tiered bar and grill station for a large
apartment complex. The tops were 244” long and mitered on every exposed
edge. Without using the AccuGlide saw and miter system, the job would have
been almost impossible. The results are amazing and the setup takes almost
no time. Highly recommended!”
accuglidesaws.com
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

CLASSIC STONE SAW
The Classic AccuGlide stone saw gives you the precision we’re famous for with a streamlined setup. It has a compact
design and speedy setup suitable for any job. In addition to miters, it can make straight, edge and seam cuts.

ZOOM QT™ BLADE
Manufactured with a unique bridge saw style sandwich segment design.
We’ve found it to have amazing speed performance while still delivering an
extremely clean cut. This unique balance has made it a customer favorite.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

MITERMASTER™ SAW
ATTACHMENT SYSTEM
The MiterMaster attachment kit allows you to
solidly place your AccuGlide saw and tracks on
the work piece for perfect miter cuts. Achieve
precise seams not acheivable by hand cutting.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

(2) Main Fixtures
Clamp on left and right
edges of workpiece to hold
tracks at perfect angle.

(1) Inside Corner Fixture
For L-shaped work pieces,
use in place of left or right
main fixture.

(1) In-line Support Fixture
Place on the center of
workpiece edge under
tracks for added stability.

12.5’ STANDARD TRACKS
Our classic stainless steel tracks for precise
straight edge cutting on all stone surfaces.

(1) In-Line Support Leg
Place on ground and extend
up to support bottom of
tracks for added stability.

OUR TRACKS

.120
OTHER GUYS

7.5’ QUICK-LOCK TRACKS
This integrated clamping rail can be used
with c-clamps or suction cups.

.065

accuglidesaws.com
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

VERSATABLE™
Minimize the risk of breakage when mitering or
polishing pieces of stone, large or small.
Quickly remove two of the center slats and you
have instant access for working on under-mount
sinks. Unfasten eight bolts to take down, and then
easily reassemble the VersaTable™ on the job site
in just a few minutes!
Built with the highest quality materials, the
VersaTable™ is very sturdy and durable. Outfit
your shop with the ultimate table!

Materials
• Powder coated steel legs and
braces
• 3” structural aluminum channel
beams
• Table top constructed of (9) 2” x 3”
x 36” aluminum channel, surfaced
with cement board
• Stainless steel hardware
Specifications
Total weight: 133 lbs.
Max Capacity: 400 lbs
Table top dimensions: 36” x 99”
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SPECIFICATIONS

MAX CUT LENGTH

12.5’ Standard Tracks: 133” (330cm)
7.5’ Quick-Lock Tracks: 73” (185cm)

MAX MITER MATERIAL DEPTH
7” blade: 3cm
8” blade: 3cm

CUTTING SPEED
1 - 4’ per minute

MATERIAL COMPATIBILITY
•
•
•
•
•

Granite
Quartz
Neolith™
Dekton™
Glass

•
•
•
•
•

Quartzite
Onyx
Marble
Soapstone
and more

APPLICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Kitchens
Bathrooms
Fireplaces
Stairs
Furniture

VERSATILITY IN CUT STYLES

accuglidesaws.com
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OPERATION

THE MITER WORKSTATION PROFILING OPERATION
The Miter Workstation is designed to be a standalone miter cutting station in your stone shop. By following a profling
operation in this dedicated workstation, you’ll save time and get higher quality results..

FIGHT CHIPPED EDGES

AVOID CURVED CUTS

A common approach to chips is to hide them by
polishing in a heavy eased edge. But then you
lose the sharp, high-end results you want.

Even with a new bridge saw you’ll get a curved cut
when mitering any slab that’s dished on one side,
which happens on MOST slabs.

STRAIGHT, CHIP-FREE MITERS IN 2 STEPS
STEP ONE
Run an AccuGlide stone saw or bridge saw at full speed to cut the
countertop and fascia miter strips at ninety degrees. Even with a
dished slab, the cuts will remain straight at ninety degrees.

STEP TWO
Move the countertop and lamination strips to your Miter
Workstation. Using your AccuGlide stone saw with MiterMaster
attachment, clip the countertop edge to 45 degrees (see graphic
below). The stability of the attachment will keep your cuts chip-free.
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TECHNIQUE

FEATHER MITER CUTTING TECHNIQUE
The Miter Workstation is designed to use the feather miter cutting technique. This reduces chips and divots and saves
time in the final polish. What’s the difference?

STANDARD MITER CUTTING

FEATHER MITER CUTTING

Standard miter cutting with a standard saw.
Cutting a 45 degree angle into the top polished
surface of a stone slab.

Feather miter cutting with the AccuGlide
A micro quirk miter, where the blade strikes the
unpolished edge of the stone 1/32” below the surface.

+ High impact when blade strikes polished surface
+ High vibration from blade and/or saw
+ Fragile and weak miter edge

+ Less impact on rough, unpolished surface
+ 80% less vibration from AccuGlide saw and blade
+ Cleaner and sharper miter cuts

accuglidesaws.com
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LOCATED IN CALIFORNIA, USA
US: 888-742-0358
INT’L: 805-466-9280
FAX: 805-461-1620
ACCUGLIDESAWS.COM

